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Introduction

In present and future large tokamaks equipped with EC fast movable launcher, the issue of

actual mirror steering calibration is of paramount importance, especially for real time appli-

cations in which a precise EC power deposition is at the basis of successful control loop. A

verification of the pointing precision of the new ECRH fast steering plug-in launcher [1] of

FTU (R=0.935 m, a=0.3 m, Bt= 2.5 - 8 T) is performed by optical (prior to insertion in the port)

and intrusive low-power mm-wave measurements, using a vacuum compatible probe in the ves-

sel during not operational days. This technique hardly applicable on large tokamaks like ITER,

allows a periodic check of proper EC mirrors alignment. Additionally, in order to perform the

calibration without a probe insertion, a quick independent check of actual mirror launching an-

gle is necessary also in FTU, with a technique tuned on local plasma response to EC power and

based on the real time controllable EC launcher of FTU, and now under development. The fast

EC antenna in FTU uses front steering mirrors with wide steering range (±40◦ in toroidal and

±15◦ <α< ∓44◦ in poloidal direction) and steering mirror speed up to 1◦ in 10ms. The highly

localized EC power is expected to affect plasma behavior when deposited in correspondence

of rational q-surfaces, giving the possibility to calibrate the reconstructed beam tracing (using

the mirror position readings). Pre-programmed trajectories of the beam have been realized on

standard plasma (B=5.3T, Ipl=500kA and ne=6 1019 m−3), so evidencing the effects of power

deposition in correspondence of the crossing q=1 and q=2 surfaces. Beam tracing calculations

have been performed with the GRAY code [2] , to obtain the expected EC deposition for a

measured mirror position and with experimental FTU plasma parameters.

Sawtooth period modification with localized heating

The effect of EC deposition inside and close to q=1 rational surface has been studied in dif-

ferent tokamak experiments since many years [3], [4]. In particular, there are heating locations

where sawtooth period is increased or reduced, depending of the relative position of EC power

with respect to q=1 surface. The feature can be reversed and found repeated in single shot in-
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verting fast mirror trajectory so that information on deposition location can be inferred from

correspondent sawtooth period variation linking launching angles to deposition location. When

EC beam sweeps across the q=1 surface in pure heating scheme, a variation of the sawtooth

period is found, depending on the relative position of EC deposition with respect to the inver-

sion radius. In FTU pulse 37695 the steering mirror performed a scan (in 0.25 s, 330 kW RF

power) starting from plasma centre pointing ρ=0 (being the normalized plasma minor radius)

corresponding to poloidal angle α=-28◦ to ρ=0.3 (α=-14◦) and back to the centre i.e. crossing

twice the q=1 surface. Effects on electron temperature Te, as measured by ECE fast polycroma-

tor [5] are shown in Fig. 1 while deposition location ρ during radial sweep as obtained by beam

tracing calculations is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1: Electron temperature from ECE polycro-

mator during EC pulse and radial sweep in proxim-

ity of the inversion radius.

The position of q=1 surface can be es-

timated from the measured plasma radius

apl , inversion radius Rinv (from ECE data

and ECE resolution) and magnetic axis Rax:

ρq=1=(Rinv-Rax)/apl = 0.16±0.045. The EC

beam crossed the inversion radius when

pointing at α=-22.5◦, according to GRAY

calculation, occurring at tL=0.67 s and

tR=0.85 s of the scan. Fig. 2 (left) shows how

this reflects on sawtooth period (τ) evolution

during the EC mirror sweep, it reaches a mini-

mum value of τmin= 3.5 ms in correspondence

of q=1 crossing, halving the nominal ohmic

period τohm ∼ 6-7 ms. Thus, symmetrically on opposite sides of q=1 rational surface, we found

a sawtooth period decreasing when EC beam deposition is inside and period increasing when it

is outside the q=1 location. The time at which τ inverted its trend (from decreasing to increas-

ing or vice versa) can therefore be assumed as the time in which the EC beam crosses the q=1

surface, that in our case is α=-22.5◦ corresponding to ρinv=0.159 as calculated by GRAY. The

agreement with the estimated ρinv is satisfactory, even if the distance between the ECE channels

gives an uncertainty of ±0.04 in ρ . A proper positioning of ECE grating (or of local oscillator

frequency for a radiometer) could increase precision in Rinv determination with reduction of

uncertainty in the final measure. A discharge with reversed radial sweep (37690 outside-inside-

outside) confirmed this feature and a comparison of τ evolution in the two is shown in Fig. 2

(right). The difference in the position of the minimum of sawtooth period could be ascribed to
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Figure 2: (Left) EC deposition location as given by beam tracing calulations for discharge 37694 (green),

inversion radius ρinv=0.16±0.045 area as given by ECE and sawtooth period variation during deposition

sweep (blue) as a function of time. (Right) Sawtooth period variations as a function of time for three

different deposition sweeps across q=1 surface: 37694 (blue) and 38194 (red) with inside-outside-inside

sweep and 37690 (green) with outside-inside-outside.

the change in the current profile as the central heating pushes inward the q=1 surface.

EC deposition in proximity of q=2 surface

When the beam scan includes the q=2 surface crossing, effects on MHD activity appear as

expected, leading to instabilities enhancement and plasma disruption in some cases, again sug-

gesting the possibility to relate the mode evolution to the EC deposition location. Experiments

including the q=2 surface crossing during poloidal sweep were performed, in both directions

(from ρ=0.5 to ρ=0 and vice versa), in pure heating scheme with a pre-programmed deposition

scan of ∆α=26◦ in 0.25 s. In FTU pulse 37381 the mirror performed the EC deposition scan

from ρ=0.5 to ρ=0 inducing a (2,1) mode onset at t=0.67 s (α=-5.9◦), in correspondence with

power deposition at ρ=0.45 while from ECE ρ=0.44. The mode excitation leads to a disruption.

Doing the opposite scan in pulse 37383, the EC power crosses also the q=1 surface with the

already described effects on sawtooth period, evidenced in Fig. 3 (left). It has to be mentioned

that in this case (EC power from internal to external q surfaces) no disruption occurred and

that from the ECE signal no MHD enhancement at q=2 is detected. Likely in this case, the

mode destabilized at q=2 surface, is immediately stabilized and removed when the EC power

moves outward, in a stabilizing position. In Fig. 3 (right) a comparison between pulses 37381

and 37383 is presented, with time traces (red for 37381, purple for 37383) of mirror position,

EC pulse length in terms of gyrotron current and MHD activity signal. For more external EC

deposition scans done in the shots 37384 and 37385 from ρ=0.5 to ρ=0.8 and vice versa dis-

ruption occurs in both of them when the steering mirror was pointing at α=7.5◦, corresponding

to a location outside q=2 surface (ρ=0.63 and 0.65 respectively), suggesting a m:n=3:1 mode
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destabilization at q=3 surface, to be confirmed with more detailed MHD and SVD analysis [6].

Figure 3: (Left) Effects of the EC deposition on sawtooth period (bottom, blue) and electron temperature

T (bottom, black) during an EC pulse and mirror scan (top, magenta) crossing the q=1 in FTU discharge

37383. (Right) Comparison between discharges 37381 and 37383 in terms of steering mirror position

(α(t), top), EC pulse (IG4(t)) and signals proportional to MHD activity amplitude (bottom).

Conclusions

Experiments with the fast movable EC antenna on FTU dedicated to EC power deposition

studies were performed to evaluate the possibility to develop an antenna calibration procedure

without the need of intrusive probes (as in situ low-power or optical measurements). The tech-

nique, consisting in sweeping the EC power deposition across rational q surface, is based on the

correlated effect on the MHD activity. A good agreement is found between the injection angles

needed to reach/cross the relevant q-surfaces, estimated from local measurement (ECE polycro-

mator in FTU case), and those inferred with beam tracing calculations in terms of deposition

radius ρ . The results here presented indicate that the features emerged could be used to develop

novel independent techniques for mirror alignment control in the future.
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